
Technical features

Type
 

Protection rating

Control panel power supply (V)

Motor power supply (V)

Max power (W)

Current draw (A)

Torque (Nm)

Opening time 90 í (s)

Duty cycle (%)

Operating temperature (  íC) 

G4000 

IP54

230 A.C.50/60 Hz

24 D.C.

300

15

200

2 ? 6

intensive use

- 20 ? + 55

G6000 

IP54

230 A.C.50/60 Hz

24 D.C.

300

15

600

4 ? 8

intensive use

- 20 ? + 55
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Gard
Suited for passage clearances of up to 6.5 m, Gard

with a 24V D.C. operator and suited for intensive use.

Streets, parking areas, collective areas or simply specifc functional and
security needs of the system can call for the use of a Gard system with
24V technology.

> Frequent blackouts

 The electronics of a Gard 24 system automatically recognizes a lack of power and 

 activates emergency mode with special batteries.

> Keep speed in check

 For total service, the 24V electronics enables the operating speed to be adjusted depending 

 

 on whether the situation requires faster or slower openings and closings.

> Intensive use

 The low-voltage motor ensures operation of the barrier for intensive traffc conditions, such 

 

 as streets, parking areas and other areas entailing constant, intensive operation.

> Obstacle detection

 A special electronic circuit constantly analyses the proper functioning of the bar, 

  

 allowing for their total stop, or inversion of movement, when coming into contact 

 with any obstacles.

The advantages of 24V barriers

The Gard series automatic barrier system can be connected to many of the Came access
control systems that allow identifcation, memorization, and entry and exit only to authorized
personnel. The equipment can also be integrated with a global access control system for 
specifc departments in a company or the services offered by a collective structure or apartment 

Global entry control

blocks.

models depending on the 

Gard
passage.The G4000 and G6000 models, even in the 

versions, are ftted with 

barriers come in three 

special AISI 304 inox steel 
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Dimensions
G4000
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